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Jeanne V. Kormina
Russian Saint under Construction
Portraits and lcons sl Starets llikolayl

On October 24, 2002, Nikolay Gurianov, a village priest from Pskov oblast'

o"r*J u*r, at the age of 93' Many important plblic. figures came from
'Mor.o*, 

Prlou, nnd other places to paiticipate in his burial-service on the small

itt^"a "i 2"1", where Faiher Nikolay had served since 1958 Among those

attending the burial ceremony were Evsevii' the Archbishop of Pskov and

V"i*i" rtrf.i, Eugeni Mikhaikov, the governor of Pskov; Archimandrite Tikhon

Str.ut,lrrou, itt. irrnuential superior of the Sretensky Monastery in Moscow; and

rwo to three thousand other pilgnms ln his condolence speech' the governor of

;;;; *td, "Pskov is o.ph"ttJ' For many years Father Nikolay consoled the

,rii.ri"g, ftap"a tf-t" *"y*"d, and put on rhe nshr track.t!1st *lt-i::dt*l:
His deels of ,tar.heswo stand guard over the Orrhodor lairh and l 'skov' I ne

island of Zalita where he lived was one of the world centers of pilgrimage for

the Orthodox believers. Hts repose happened in the period of the AssumPtion

;.1h.r. is a sign in his assumption that is not deciphered yet' We will believe

;;;; ;; i-;.J soul of the .id"' ""v' in the Kingdom of God henceforth'

And we pray for it with faith, hope, and love" (News' 2002)'

The governor's emotional funeral oration explains why the death of an

.ld.tly drtnodo* priest attracted so many people' Since the mid-1990s' Father

iiii"i'"t *"t "a*ttised, through word of mouth and in the media' as one of

the elders (slalets). According to many different groups of believers and sympa-

ti-.*, " ti"r"" t" ^n experienced priest and confessor' usually an elderly monk'

*it n.t -""t tnititunl childrett livi"g in different places who visit him regularly

for confession and admonition. I., aJdition, believers visit the starets to ^sk for

f,t, "Jti." tt ""ttnlicated personal issues, because the elders are believed to have

,i. *ifi "f pttpft..t Some even claim that the elders are living saints: "this is a

ro..ja rori oir"n.tiry which can be obtained by everybody' not necessarily by

ip"rron of ,tt. "t i.trcir title. The elder is a spiritual doctor who is also endowed

with the gift of appeal, so-called charisma" (S' Plotnikov' 2006)'

ta"is "*t -"t -rried out within the National Research University Higher School of

t.o"o-1..1 Acaiemic Fund Program in 2012-2013' research grant No 11-01-0126'
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Of course, there is no single method of identifying the Orthodox elders that

would be shared by all believers and observers' Church discussions about the

ntr*o-"t " of lzbestarchestuo lpsetdo-starchestuoJ atd mladostarcbestuo (at

;;;;;;;; -.J.* "youtg-starchestuo") reveal that the term-and institution of

,tir"n"trr" is proilematic-even for the "of{icial church," which consequently

tried to define ihe "true" and the "false" starets amang those to whom this title

i, "n".h.d (See N. Mitrokhin, 2004:92-1'05)' At the same time' these debates

make it clear that this institution is a very important and characteristic part of

religious life in contemporary Russia' The researchers who write about the elders

"iro'n"u. ooi,. different visi'ons of this phenomenon' In his article about female

-""""i. .ia*, in rhe late 1g,h and early 20,h century, Russian historian oleg

Kirichenko defites starets as a "person who' due to the will of God' entered

upon the pass of spiritual teacher, healer of the souls and of physical ailments

oi th" p"opl., a pei.on -ho received the gift of insight and-healing.from God"

f,C. xiii.ft""f.., )010: 173). Although this definition hardly can be taken as

an academic one, it is quite revealin! as it gives a quite correct impression of

,f-t. *"t ift* pro-Or,hoio* intellectuals understand the insritute of rhe elders'

Opporlng ttto' ui.* is the position expressed by Nikolay-\4itrokhin' {or whom
liirr" ,i**y are those who, like the elder Naum {rom Troitse-Sergieva lavra'

a"iii".",.fy .t."t. th. network of their spiritual children to become the center

of a kind oi vinual parish (N. Mitrokhin, 2006)' N' Mitrokhin claims that st4ltsy

"r" "n "lt.rn"tiu. authority in the Russian Orthodox Church and' as such' ale

p"tJ"a Ut the Church hi"r",.hy as a source of possible schisms and other

ih"ll.ng.r. Yet' in h"r recent book on the history of the Russian starchestuo'

Irina Pa"ert argues that from the very beginning the elders have served as a unify-^-- 
|." rt i.ussian religious culture As religious virtuosi who specialize in

pr'^ixirrg h"ry"horr spiriiuality 2, a "common theme" shared by both C)rthodox

".rd "h.tJrodo"" uariants of Russian religious culture' they "traversed the camps

of the Synodal church and that of its apostates" (I' Paert'.2010: 13)' Also'

"..o.dlng to t. 1"".t, the elders bridged the gap between the -high culture" and

in. t"fLgft" of R,tssian peasants. The elders appear in I Paert's book as a kind

of Rus"]an national heritage or containers of religious charisma' which is above

all historical PeriPeteia.
Obviously, the differences in the characteristics of the institute of elders can

be explainei not only by the authors' various degrees of personal engagement

*ith th. ,,.tb;".t ot their iheoretical frameworks,3 but also by the diverse realities

of practices and discourses that can be packed in the mental box with the title
"the elder". In the following pages I will try to analyze the content of this box

with the name "st4lers Nikolay Gurianov" attached to it'

,--. ""*.n".- * " -"stical and ascetic tradition in the Eastern orthodox church that is

associated with the practice of continual repetition of the Jesus prayer'

3. ln fact, although dilferent in many respects, the works on Russian starchesivo share the

same essentialist app(oach to this social phenomenon
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In their edited yolume on the anthropology of Christian pilgrimage, British
anthropologists John Eade and Michael Sallnow suggest shifting analytical
emphasis from "positivist, generic accounts of the features and functions of pil-
grimage, and ofthe extrinsic characteristics of its focal shrines, towards an rnves-
tigation of how the place of pilgrimage and the sacred powers of a shrine are
constructed as varied and possibly conflicting representations by the different
sectors of the cultic constituency, and indeed by those outside it as well', (J. Eade
and M. Sallnow, 2000: 5). Following this research strategy, I will understand
the sacredness, or charisma, of a holy place or a holy person as an ongoing
process of ascribing meanings to it in the course of struggle between different
groups of believers who seek to "control" the sacred place for the right to decide
what meaning is correct. In this analysis I will focus on the diversity of meamngs
ascribed to the same person who, as all believers agree, is a saint, and study
different "portraits" of this famous starets prodtced and promoted by several
groups of believers. As it will be argued in the article, these groups support
different strategies to articulate the legitimization and characteristics of the cha-
risma embodied in snrets.ln the following pages I will analyze these tendencies
using the example of N, Gurianov's "carcer oI starets- . First, I will outline the
many meanings ascribed to the rerm stdrchestuo-'fhen,I will tell the three-stage
"biography of surels Nikolay", focusing on the ways that his devotees articulate
his charisma.

Charisma, the central concept of this anicle, is defined here as a special quality
of a person, a kind of religious virtuosity, which "exists solely insofar as ir is
recognized by others" (R. Vallis, 1982: 261. As opposed to Max Weber, who
suggested that charisma was a psychological characteristic of a personality, I
will follow Roy Wallis in his constructivist approach to analysis of charisma. In
his research of the religious career of the leader of the new religious movement
Children of God, R. Vallis argues that "charisma is essentially a relationship
born out ofinteraction between a leader and his followers" and sees ,.recognition
and maintenance of charisma as an interactional process, in which each parry
secures status in an exchange of recognition, affection, and r€inforcement of
worth" (Ibid.:25). However, in the case of Gurianov and many other male and
female elders in contemporary Russian Orthodoxy, this interaction does not
happen between the elder and his followers; instead. this is an autocommunica-
rion of the believers who interact with the image of starets,In other words, in
contrast to Moses David, who actively participated in constructing his charisma
and benefited from it in practice, Father Nikolay did not consciously participate
in creation ofhis charisma. Believers ascribed his charisma to him on the grounds
that his image, based on details of his biography and social position, fit perfectly
into the category (or, rather, categories) of the 'true Russian religiosity" existing
Ln rhe imagination of his promoters.
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dJ.irT;,xf "il:, ;.T':f" n,fi il.1;:::1#:: :T ;:,:,1 _,'_';, ;*::materials are of rwo kinds. o'e pa.t of the d*" "p;.;;J;; ;;lesult of fieldresearch (participant observatioing the isrand .iz"r,i" ""aIill;:T:J:i,'r:T,ilT1T: il[?rj;l;'.il: ffi:been collected outside of the sacred place itself, in the sites where Orthodoxp..:ll"^-.:, and exchange information. These sites ar. .frr.lf, ,f,.p, and espe_ciall/ Orthodox fairs (yarmarki) *h"r. t borght _.*'rfr"" "'lo"* ,r.U,about Father Nikolay, from a 30_page booklet i* iOO""r.'"rf"_e. The last
lljl-Y:: t to"lo d,ata for my resear.h t, th. r,,t .n.t, i'" i"rri.Jr"r rr,. *"1_
: : : . : . ,  ln .  

nar iona l i s r i c  newspaper  . .Rus .  p ravos lavnava i .  (Or rhodor  Rus. )
i "1 , r , ,1 :  

g roups  who s t rugg le  fo r  Cur ianov .s . "non i r r r ion  t i t  p , t t .  f i t . ru tand htrp://talabsk.rul). A special part of my data is Orthodox docurnentary films,protessional as well as amateur (althougl, io t.tt tlr" troth, rh"irr"l)., o.*.""the two hardly exists as the quality of the ,,p.or.rrio.r"i o.rt oJJili.tr_..rr".r,,
: l.it: l..t): These films play an rmportanr role in spreading information andmaintaining the religious identities of it, ",rai.n.". n.*"..;;;;;.;;r._orr"r,orthodoxy find these films everywhere i" trr. fuaf ro-. oi",t ""ir-, "1o",N. Gurianov can be found on the Internet, rvhit. t Lor.o_J ori.r, fro_ _yinformants or bought them in the Orthodox rtop, "nJiutr.- 

".- "'

The elders under construction
. In 2007 and 2009, two collections of biographies of the elders who lived in

iT 1r'l 
",.1t" were published by.one of the ,"rp..r.a OJolox publishinghouses in Moscow. The first one included f fS mnle elders, _frif. ii" ,..r"a ,..included 70 female elders (S. Deviatov a, 2007,2009). ffr. *"i" .._o."ai"_ l,divided into three parts to lisr ,,Greek elders,, (23 monks, 4 of whorn-r.. ."non-iz-1d), "optina elders' (5 monks, alr of whom are ."nonrr.ai'"'"J'.Jar.rlrooo*elders from Russia and ,o-. fo."idemonstrates,h..;;:id;;;;;',il'Jffi ;#'*,;J.#ff ,'.".,':;;:i:iAmong those whose names are listej (alphabe,i."[yt;.;; ;';; lrir,* _t odiffer both in terms of their social .ir".act"rir,r.r- lni'l" ,i.""iil".. of ,n"oreligious expertise, including Ioann of Kronstadt, ,fr" i"-1", o.# ""a .f,*ir-matic preacher of the late 19.h and early zo.n .."r"rr "rJi ]ffii"il""r_oui"tof Shanghai and San Francisco f tohn the Vrcnderw.*i'"" l*rro", ,r**"in the Russian Orthodox Church"Abroad. The rest of the list consists of monftsand prelates of differenr ranks, from hier._"rk, a;l;.i,,;*"j r" ".no*nror,with the exception of 3 laymen and 2 "white,, priests who had not taken amonastrc vow, including N. Gurianov. A similar compenaio- of iiog."plri.. of

4. My special thanks to yulia Andreeva, Sergey Shryrkov and Natalia Okasheva.
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all what he was asking about, his interviewer interpreted this answer as a hidden
lfssing to belieyers ro accept individual ,"* rru-b.r, (T. Shevkunov, 2001).
The interview was broadcasted on the Orthodox radio station ,.Radonezh,, and
transmin€d via other Orthodox media, together with appeal to the Orthodox
people by other respected starets roa.'n Krest'jankin frgm ihe pskovo-pecherskv
monastery on the same topic, recorded on video camera also by T. Shevkunov.
These.messages played an important role in changing public opinion about
individual tax numbers among Orthodox people, "n"d "i..t"d " po"rlble split inthe Russian Onhodox Church 5. The words of Father Ioa.rn wi." cited in the
Church's official document summarizing the results ofthe discussion on the INN
that took place in Moscow Theological Academy (Final document,2001). The
same document describes how the dialogue berween the Russian Orthodox
Church and the heads of the Russian Federation's Ministry for Taxes and Levies
started on the initiative of one more f^mous starets Kirili pavlov from Troitse_
Sergieva Lavra.

__ The fact that seemingly different opin io,,.s towards starchp-srlo coexist in the
official discourse of the Church does not necessarily mean that there are pro_
elders and conrra-elders camps in the Church hieraichy; rather, this flexibility
makes it possible to satisfy the demands of all believers, irom the very liberal to
the very radical. In other words, the Church elite,s approach to startsy rs qurte
instrumental, as this conception can be ,rsed s.rc.essf,rili to manipulate believers,
including those who share fundamentalist ideologies, or, in Stella Rock,s words,
have "militaqt piety,, (S. Rock, 2002).

Indeed, the elders, either as living saints and wonderworkers or as spiritual
advisers and seers, are an important part of the contemporary Russian Orthodox
religious landscape. They make it homogeneous geographically as well as histori_
cally in the eyes of believers. According to -ld"rpi..i popular beliels, srazsy
have strong personal connections with each other, sharing a certain kind of
spiritual kinship- Some biographies of N. Gurianov relate th-at he moved to the
islatd of Zaltta from Lithuania where he had served before, with the blessing
of starets Simeon Zhehin (1869-19G0), a monk from the pskovo_pechersky
monastery 5. T. Shevkunov also contributed to this image of strong mystic ties
between startsy when, at the end of his interview with"Father Ni"kolay about
INN, he sent him special regards from sralets Kirill pavlov, although there is no
evidence that Pavlov and Gurianov had ever met.

Folk imagination ascribes to the elders many special abilities, such as mrracu_
lous healing powers and even the ability to perform exorcism. However, more
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often, pilgrims come to stotets to ask for practical advice in difficult personal
circumstances, especially related to family and social relations or health con-
cerns. After receiving advice from the elder, one has to follow it strictly. This
idea of obedience to the elder as a necessary coridition for the relationship
between him and his spirirual children refers to the period o{ monastery reform
of Paisii Velichkovsky in the 18th century, when the elders were introduced to
the monastery life as teachers for novices and experienced confessors lor monts
only. Vhen transferred from the monastery culture to the secular life, the concepr
of strict obedience to the elder, which was discursively still important, predicta-
bly was neglected in practice. As another elder said, "your own will is for the
bad, while obedience revives you' and concluded that "nobody has obedience
nowadays" (Vitaly, 2010: 125). Speaking in riddles (or intentionally staying silent)
in response to the questions of visitors is another identifying sign of startsy. To
correctly interpret the reply of the elder, the believer has to become more careful
about his or her spiritual life; again, trust as a form of obedience to the elder is
necessary. For example, Father N, Gurianov once said to a nun that she would
be asked in marriage and insisted that she should not reject the proposal. When
she was appointed hegumenness some time later, it became clear to her what
kind of marriage the elder had predicted (L. Iliunina, 2011: 148).

Although the repertoire of deeds ascribed to the elders is quite rich and
diverse, the main quality which all of them share is embodiment of the sacred.
Venerated as living saints, the elders are an important part of the Russian reli-
gious revitalization movement that began in the late Soviet period. The concep-
tion of eldership is a production of the social imagination of the 1990s, with its
intensive search for historical continuities between some authentic Russia of
the past and the post-Soviet Russia. The elders, according to this social m1th,
managed to preserve the grains of national identity, which was in desperate need
at that uncertain time.

Becoming the elder
Post-Soviet religious revivalism was in many respects prepared and shaped

by two movements among Soviet intellectuals dating back to the 1960s. One
was a movement of religious seekers, consisting mostly of university lecturers
and academicians who were looking for Onhodox-based spirituality outside of
the Church which, as they believed, had been corrupted by its collaboration with
the Soviet state. This circle of people was also the main channel for transmitting
New Age ideas to the Soviet Union (see O. Chepurnaya, 2004). Another intellec-
tual movement consisted of so-called Russian village prose writers, intellectuals
who wrote fictional or factual accounts of the social realities of the Russian
countryside in the post-Stalin era that were very popular among readers begin-
ning in the 1950s (Y- M. Brudny, 2000). As Yitzhak Brudny argues in his book,
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these write_rs' bestselling works created a nationalistic meta_narrative of an idealRussian village as an embodiment of Russia,s ,.,_"1 ;;i;;,;;";tainer,, oftradition and spirituarity, the ideal life which was lost due to soui.tlgrr.utr,rr"texperiments. So when religious seekers of the 19g0s startej Lotirrg,o, pf"".,where authentic religiosity was preserved, their anention w", Or.a-i"tal,, ar"_nto modest priests and monks living in the neglected Russian iorrntruria". ,
Father N. Gurianov attracted the aftenrion of the young Orthodox intelli-gentsia and neophltes from metropolitan bohemian .i..t.i U"g,.r;rrrg ir, ,lr.1980s, as well as other oriests anJmonk_p.i.", of fro g.""r"'r"io.,, especiallythose living in remote villages s. It must be mentioned here ih"r ri. nriou ,"giorr,as well as some other parts of Russra, was unintentiqnally promoted by thesoviet state as a representarion of Russianness, for soviet ci;iz:;;;;we[ as forforeign visitors, Since the 19d0s the state organized excursions to pskov regionfor foreign delegations. These trips included short visits to specially selectedOrtirodox churches including the pskovo-n..l..rt y _on"r*rlio l"r"""rr."r."religious freedom,' in the USSR. Ar the same dme, specialis; in'R;;ran archi_tecture and icon-painting from Moscow and Leningrad started coming to pskov

to partrcrpate in expeditions on beharf of art muse,rms and the Academy ofSciences, hunting for ancient Russian pieces of art and manor"ripr, o. ", ,.rror-ers of old churches (S. yamshchikov, 2003).
Unsurprisingly, almost half of the material {or the first official documenraryabout the Orthodox Church called ,, Khram,, {fempfj io -"d-"ii, tygz lnconnection with the millennium celebration of the Cirisiianization of R,_r.sia,was {ilmed in pskov oblast. That film included a ,rn"ii'.firrJ" *,rf, r"rfrerNikolay sipping tea ar a table in his small house. The lit_'_", ,t o*r, ,.rr"r"ftimes on TV and an anicle with a small pon "it of f"th". Niiof", _", o"O,*rr.ain two million copies of the popular illustr"r.d _;;;;;t;""rri, .ur"""(SovietScreen)- It is verypossibie that thi, fil- pl"yJ;;;i;r *'."ooi"i.,r",,o"of thefigure 

^of 
Father Nikolay. As one Orthodox journalist r"_"riiir"'r.r, ,."r,later, "this 3 0 seconds staying with the bearer of love whom ,ron" iJ. "oai"rr".
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7. Asffonomer S. A. Grib, the head of one of the religious_phrlosophic groups rn Leningradsince the 1970s, used to visit N. Gurianov (Sergey Kozin, personal communication, Apnt 2011).
. 8.,In Pskov oblast, onhodox believers r."',' u*..*,"J ",r,*.iiJ, "r.. ]"*"a *"rt-priest.Ioann Krestiankin from the pskovo_pe.h...ki .orr,.;;;; ;;Ji.,r,., v""it's}'** *r,"served in the village of Kamenny Konets.
.9. Founded in the 15'i century, the pskovo-pechersky monastery was the only one in theterritory of rhe Russian Federation that wasrev", .to".a. fli. *".lo..ilfi'J* ,i. f*"q, .iTartu, which was signed on Febuary 2,1920 ending the war between Estonia and sovietRussia, which then acknowledsed Estoniat independe"nce'e..",iirei;'rii.ii;",r, ,"."i"received Setoland with the towis of Izborsk and petseri, where the monastery is located. Afierthe Second Wortd war, Estonia was annexed by,h;i;;;;;"iilii" i'"",1.0.,n,"",stance towards the Russian orthodox church .t "ng.a; th. *""";,i.y';;;il;.".,,,. ,,"Soviet period quite successfully.
10. The director of the film is Vladimr V. Diakonov.
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had ever chance to see before, remained in the heart of everybody for the rest

of their lives" (V. Vinogradov, 2005). Interestingly, he was not yet called a

starets n the article published in 1988, just a seltfti p rauednih (tillage righteo:os
man )  1Y.  T iu r in ,  1988) .

Father Nikolay was born to a peasant (or merchant, according to other ver-

sions of his biography) family in a village not far from the place where he is

buried. In the late 1920s he finished pedagogical-college in Leningrad and for

some time worked as a teacher near Leningrad and in his native village At the

same time he continued to serve in a church as a sexton; in the 1930s, because
of his religious activities he was exiled to Ukraine and later, according to some

sources, to the Komi republic. In 1941 he found himself in Riga occupied by

the German troops, where he received formal religious education in the courses
run by the Pskov Orthodox mission and was ordained as a priest' Between 1942

and 1958 he served as a priest in Latvia and Lithuania. He nevel married, but

he had not taken a monastic vow either and lived with his mother' As some

biographers of N. Gurianov wrote, Father Nikolay moved from Lithuania to

Pskov oblast to be closer to his native village.

The transformation of a modest village priest into a living saint started in

the mid-1990s when pilgrims from all over the country and even from abroad

started coming to the island individually and in groups organized by parish

priests or lay religious activists. The mass media again played a crucial role in

this transformation. In 1998, the Orthodox media-holding "Radonezh" made

the documentary film "\0hy are we Orthodox?" which became very popular

among believers, The copies ofthe film were disseminated via personal networks;

I myself received a videocassene with this film from an acquaintance who visited

N. Gurianov and venerated him as stdrets. Almost half of the documentary was

filmed on the island of Zahta- One can watch an elderly grey-haired man in

black cassock, tall and slim, who moves quickly from his house to the church

followed by visitors who are almost running, sings church hymns and talks to

the pilgrims about quite ordinary things: they should wear a cross' think more

about eternal afterlife, confess their sins in the church, and rejoice'

The film states the sanctity of Father Nikolay in a quite peculiar yet convin

cing way. In the epilogue of the film, called "The Revelation of the Devil," we

watch a woman standing in a crowd near the porch of Father Nikolay's house'
As it soon becomes clear, she is possessed; when the elder appears, she (or,

rather, the Devil in her) starts growling and shoutingr "I hate the Orthodox! I

hate them! This is the nastiest religion! All other religions are destined to Hell!"
(meaning that the Orthodox religion is destined for paradise) Typically, in

Russian land Ukrainian) folk tradition, when his victim approaches rhe sacred
(a church, a local shrine, etc.), the Devil stalts speaking using the morrth of the
possessed whom he embodies (C. Worobec, 2001)' In a way' the possessed

woman in the film legalizes the sanctity of the elder' in the eyes of the believers'
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However, what is even more interesting in this episode is the reaction of FatherNikolay to the possessed woman: :simpry ignores ier. so in * mn,,tj.i:il1':3;t..;::.j'"T,H.j,";l;
does not support the extreme escharologl."t ui._, ,h;;rr".."riJ.*rr"o "_."*Orthodox believers at that moment.

"^_?*:1 
memoirs and biographies of N. Gurianov describe him is the elder_comtorte!. According to them, he was not one of the ,.strict elders,, who wouldmake his spiritual children observe hard penance or submit to hs stalets(compare: Nr\4itrokhim, 2005). on the contrary, fr" Jrilfrr, "r"rirorr ro Iu"the routine life of a Christian believer in the secuiar *orta, *r* ir, ,o .onorru.

Ij,_111t:r":t:r including professional and family obligations, to obey theScnprure to rhe best of her abilities, and worry "0"r, fr"i p..r""Jsalyation.
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Line to the elder's house @ leanne Kormina

His words "Don't give tup" lne brosayl to his visitors are typically interpreted
as advice to continue their ordinary life instead of, say, escaping to the monas-
terytr. Father Nikolay often said the same words to different people, but, as
one believer from St. Petersburg wrote, "all received consolation in very different
circumstances". She tells that when she visited Father Nikolay, many of her co-
parishioners hoped that she would ask him their personal questions. She always
took a notebook with her to write down their questions and his answers: "bless",
"don't", "let her/him wait", "I will not tell", and "everlthing will be all right".
However, his most typical reply was "let's pray". These simple short words, she
recollects, "reached the soul of a person fto whom they were addressed - JK],
entered his/her heart. Everything was put in the right place [as a result - JK]"
(L. I l iunina, 2011: 187-188).

The characteristic words, a kind of slogan by N. Gurianov, according to his
biographers, was the phrase ascribed to a famous elder of the Optina monastery
Ambrose (1812-1891, canonized in 1988): " !(here there is simplicity, there are a
hundred Angels, but where there is cleverness, there are none." Father Nikolay's

f 1. Of course, different interpretations of this statement are possible, as can bc seen from
rhc memoirs of the director o{ one factory in St. Petersburg. The factory director understood
Father Nikolay's words as a prediction that he would have difficult periods when he would be
rvilling to give up his working obligations (L. Ilirnina,20L1t 261-262).
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motif of simplicity is developed by his biographers in rwo directions: (I) simpti_
city as autbenticity, in which he is an authentic representative of the Russian
people, the bearer ofthe national spiritual tradition; and (2) pretend.ed sinplicity,
in which he is a yurodity, a Holy Fool who prerends to be simple to hide his
evceptionaliry, high church rank and some secret knowledge from rhe rgnorant,
but opens this wisdom to the resfficted circle of chosen. The first directiori,
represented in the documentary "The temple,,, was formulated by the late Soviet
religious seekers who partly inherited the light nationalistic discourse of the
village prose movement. The "pretended simplicity" argument appeared in the
late 1990s in circles of the Orthodox people of .,militant piety,, as it will be
discussed later in the article.

Makers and promoters
As it has become clear in the story about the introduction of individual tax

numbers, the sralets can be a very powerful figure, although usually not a player
himself, in the political games taking place in the contemporary Russian Ortho-
dox Church and beyond in the society. Venerated as a living saint, he concen-
trates symbolic power rhat can be used by different parties and individuals in
their own interests. It is not surprising that struggles of control oyer the starets
happen between individuals, "lay professional believers,', and reDresentatives of
the so-called pritserkounaya sreda la circle of people firmly entrenched in church
life), as well as between groups of believers divided according to regional, politi_
cal, social and other principles. More precisely, opposing panies fight for the
right to transform the portrait of the elder into their own idea of the holy icon.

In 1996 or 1997 the village women who used to help Father Nikolay in his
everyday routine were forced out by two newcomers, Valentina and Tatiana,
who started to call themselves keleinitsy oI the elder. The word keleinik is a
derivation from the noun Ae/ra, which means .,monastic cell", a room in a mon-
astery where a monk qr a nun lives (presumably with this helper). A keleinik
assists an elderly monk or nun who needs help because of his or her physical
infirmity, or a servant and secretary of a busy church official who needs assrsranr
to fulfill his functions. Keleiniki themselves often do not take a monasuc vow,
remaining lay brothers or sisters. Valentina and Tatiana, a s well as other kelein_
lkl of elders, did not only take care of Father Nikolay,s modest household, as
previous helpers did. Instead, the women, especially Tatiana, an Orthodox
writer, pretended to control the "symbolic body,' of the elder. According to
publications of their opponents (including regional Orthodox intellectuals),
Valentiira and Tatiana harshly restricted access to Father Nikolay for pilgrims
as well as for the local villagers. Moreover, they often took on the role of inter-
preting Father Nikolay's words, giving answ€rs ro questions that pilgrims asked
the starets, giving blessings, and answering notes and letters addressed to him
as if they themselves had somehow inherited his charisma.
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recordings, Tatiana promoted the idea that N. Gurianov venerated the royal
family before its canonization by the Russian Onhodox Church in 2000 and gave
his blessing for the canonization of a "friend of the Tsarist family" G. Rasputin.
In addition, she claimed that Father Nikolay was a hidden monk who took his
monastic yow during the period of German occupation in Riga, and was possibly
even a schema-bishop. In this case, his blessing for the canonization of Rasputin
would seem more cogent to her and to people from her circle. In other words,
Groyan and her supporters and collaborators developed the idea of the "pre-
tended simpliciry" of Father Nikolay, who would open the secret of his monasric
vow and his high rank in the church hierarchy to hi.s keleinitsa only.

Canonization of the last Russian emperor's family by the Russian Orthodox
Church was one of the conditions for reconciliation with the Russian Orthodox
Church Outside Russia who glorified them as marryrs in 1981 (Rousselet,
2077: 1461. At the same time in the Russian Orthodox world this decision was
perceived as (and, perhaps, was in fact) a concession of the patriarchate to the
radical groups of believers and to fundamentalist views that were widespread in
the Russian Orthodox communiry and beyond (8. Knorre, 2006: 386- 3t7\.The
probable cause of this strategy was a fear of schism, which could force liberal
and conservative parts of the Orthodox hierarchs to look for grounds for com-
promise with supporters of this canonization. However, the decision did not
fully satisfy them.

The debates around canonization of Nikolay II and his family focused on the
category of sanctity ascribed to the new saints. The Russian Orthodox Church
canonized them as passion-bearerc (strastoterptsy), that is, as saints who were
killed by their political opponents and who endured suffering and faced death
in a Christ-like manner, a rank of sanctity peculiar to the Church (S. Rock,
2006, 2501. Yet, some groups of believers insisted on canonization of Nikolay
as a marryr, and in their understanding of his deed they went much further
then the Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia. For them, Nikolay was a"redeemer" (iskupitel'), who by his death expiated the sins of the Russian people
in the same way as Jesus Christ did for all mantind. Although the Church
described the veneration of the new saints as a heresy of ,sarebozbie lveneration
of Tsar as God), it failed to stop the activities of these Orthodox dissidents. One
can find icons and other images where the Emperor is depicted as a redeemer
in numerous places tfuoughout the country,ls including the remote island of
Zalita. A monk from the Mirozhski monastery (Pskov), who was the pupil of
one of the leading icon-painters in Russia and a gifted painter himself, painted
the entrance gate to the cemetery on Zalita with images of Nikolay II as redeemer
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See also the story of a priest who strongly supports the icons and veneration of Nikolay II as
redeemer in the recent article by K. Rousselet (2011: 155-155).
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with a circular halo around his head. Nikolay is depicted along with his son

Prince Alexey, his wife, his four daughters, and Grigory Rasputin, who is holding

the Eucharist vessel in his one hand and the cross jn another' The gate's non-

canonical images were commissioned by believers from Moscow who paid a

high price for this work. 15 The bishop of Pskov imposed a penalty on the painter,

but lacked the power to destroy the pictures, although some inscriptions on the

frescos were removed. In 2010, the image of G. Rasputin was replaced by the

canonically unquestionable icon of the new martyr Grand Duchess Elizabeth 17

(Skatova, 2010; Groyan, 2010).

After the death of Father Nikolay, Tatiana and her comrades took steps

to "institutionalize" their group on the island. 18 With the financial help of a

foundation based in Moscow 1e they bought several houses in the village includ-
ing the house of the starets, which they started to call the kelia (monastic cell)'

Tfrey manufactured stamps with sayings such as " [with the] blessing of helia of

st4rers N. Gurianov", organized the "society in blessed memory of N' Grrianov"
with its own website at http://www.talabsk.ru 20 and set up the yearly conference
"Nikolay's readings in blessed memory of the starets of the Russian soil, righteous
(pravedny) N. Gurianov". Tatiana eventually left for Moscow and Valentina

also vanished from the island, but the kelia, now a kind of museum, is still
guarded by two or three men dressed in quasi-military uniform who come to

iiu" on the island for several months until new guards come to replace them'

They look after the ven€rated grave of N' Gurianov and help to organize yeady

commemorative ceremonies to him on the island'
'the kelia of Nikolay attracts Orthodox people who share ideas of 'sare-

bozhie, maintain apocalyptic beliefs, and can be characterized as Orthodox dissi-

dents. 21 It has become a sort of junction in the network of this kind of believers'

16. Vsevolod Rozhnyatovsky, art historian who worked in the 1990s in Mirozhsky monas-
tery, personal communication, October 2011.

17. Grand Duchess Elizabeth, a member of the Romanov's family, was killed in Alapaevsk
in 1918 and canonized by the Russien Orthodox Church in 1992- She was {amous for her
chrr;t)  act ivir ier and the found:r ion ol rhe Manha-Mary convenr of mercy'

18. In 2000 or 2001 both keleinitsv claimedto be nuns and changed their names Valentina
became Ioanna, and Tatiana changed her name to Nikolaya, undoubtedly in honor of "her"

stalets. -tati^n; Gftyan now calls 
-herself 

in her books and articles schema nun Nikolaya and
continues to wear a nun's black clothing in public.

19. Probably, this is the lnternational Foundation of Slavic'!?riting and Culture headed
by right-wing poiitl.lan Ale*rnde. Krutov. This foundation has a mansion in the center of
vo.Jor" *tt"... it hosts annual conferences in the honor of N Curianov, organized by
T. Groyan. The same politician, a convinced monarchist by his views, is the chief editor of the
journai "R..ssian hor.,se" and the author and presenter ofthe telecast "Russian hous€"_ In winter
2001, A- K.,.rtov hi-self came to Zalita to shoot a film about Father Nikolay for his program'

2b. This website is a member of the extremist community "Zhit'bez strakha iudeiska"

Ilife without fear of Jewsl.
21. I orefer the niutraiterm "dissidents" to the label "marginal persons" (marginalyl oltered

bv rhe pro-Orthodox historian Sergey Firsov (S. Firsov, 2004)'
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Some of them came to the island to live there; others make long or short pilgrim-
ages to this place from time to time. One o{ the dissidents who came to stay is
Igor. In 2008 when my colleague and I did our fieldwork on the island, he was
in his mid thirties and divorced. He first came to the island from Siberia in 1999
to meet Father Nikolay. Some years ago he moved to Zalita because, as he
explained, his poor health did not allow him to be a manual worker any more,
and because of his will to live closer to the sacred place. On the island he survived
by selling milk from his two cows and dreamed of marrying a truly Orthodox
woman who would like to build with him an ideal Orthodox patriarchal family.
Igor was selling or giving away milk to the people concentrating around the
Aelia and the house oI r'ew staritsa {female-elder) Nila. Nila, who claimed to be
a schema-nun, arrived to the island in the early 1990s aftq her retirement (she
used to work in a hospital in St, Petersburg as a nurse). Now she has visions of
Father Nikolay almost every night, and she writes poetry about these contacts.
Two or three women, also newcomers, take care of her and live in the same
house. This group of people, who have close connection with the "Orthodox

fundamentalists" outside the island, claims its right to control the image of
N. Gurianov as a hidden bishop who blessed the canonization of G. Rasputin.

Fight lor the legacy
The death of the sralers who attracted so many people to this remote island

was a crucial point in developing his "cateer" as a saint, and was accompanied
by the longJasting struggle for the right to define his style of sanctity and charac-
teristics of his charisma. It would be an oversimplification to analyse this compe-
tition as an opposition of the official church to "popular" Orthodoxy; in fact,
all of the parties who competed for the saint had access to the church media
and represented different elites in the "body" of the Russian Orthodox church.
The competition itself took a form of "discursive wars" on Orthodox websites
and in print. All the opponents in this competition agreed that Father Nikolay
was an elder (a living saint) and all of them represented him as a narodny sarnt.
The point for discussion was the concept of "narodny saint" and, of course, of
the narod.If asked to translate this vague concept in English, they would offer
several different equivalents. For the "zealots" or "Orthodox fundamentalists"
who sided with T. Groyan, narodny would mean "ethnic" or "national"; moder-
ate conservatives (local church authorities including episcope Evsevy) would use
the word "popular"; and traditionalists (local lay Orthodox intellectuals) under-
stand narodny as "folk", that is something related to folk culture. Each of the
three groups promoted one of the following images of Father Nikolay (respec-
tively): 1) a "national hero", a secret schema-monk, archpriest, and monarchist
who blessed the canonization of Rasputin; 2) a modest righteous village man;
or 3) the wonder-worker who had also the gift of some mystic knowledge.
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The image of Father Nikolay as a miracle-worker and visionary was first
popularized by Igor Izbortsev, a professional writer and journalist from Pskov
who was a representative of the regional lay Orthodox elite (one of most uncom-
promising opponents of T. Groyan in the press). fle published numerous works
about Father Nikolay in different Orthodox publishing houses, on the Internet,
and in thick literary journals. One such journal was Moskua (Moscow), one of
the three main Russian nationalist journals of the Soviet period that represented
the conservative nationalism of that time and, to some extent, continued the
traditiqn of the village prose literary movement (see Y. M. Brudny, 2000).22 In
his publications, L lzbortsev created a poetic image of Father Nikolay as an
"island of Orthodoxy" where authentic Russian (I would say "folk") religious
culture has been preserved. His list of miracles varies from such traditional mira-
cles as a successful search for a missing person with help of the special icon
Mother of God "The Seeking of the Lost", deliverance from a smoking addic-
tion, and lecovery from cancer. In stories by I. Izbortsev, the elder resembles a
wizard from a folk tale rather than an Onhodox priest' The most vivid evidence
of that is the case of repentance of his cat Lipa for the sin of killing a bird.
"Father took the case (of killing) seriously and explained in detail to the creature
his fault and told him not to do this in the {uture' The cat screwed up his eyes,
and moved his head guiltily as if he asked for pardon and repented his sin".
According to Izbonsev, this cat neyer again ate a bird and defended one "trust-

ful chiffchaff" that nestled in Father Nikolay's yard from the neighboring cats
(Izbortsev, 2003). The story about the cat describes several qualities of charisma
ascribed to Father Nikolay, including his wisdom and goodness to every crea-
ture. The cat appears on icons of the elder, and stories about Lipa are retold by
different visitors to Father Nikolay and included in various publications. I
observed situation when a pilgrim from St. Petersburg asked the local priest on
Zalita how the cat is doing now. The annoyed response of the priest (Oh, no,
they want to canonize a cat, this is ridiculous!) proved that this kind of question
was not rare. 23

Izbortsev and oth€rs represented Gurianov as a folk saint, that is, a person,
either canonized or not, whom people visit or to whom people pray asking for
help in hopeless cases such as recoyery from incurable disease or escape from
sure death (see an analogue in the Catholic tradition: R' Orsi, 1998). One can
say that believers apply to the folk saints to contact to the world of wonder.
Contemporary Orthodox believers, however, have a quite different conception
of wonder from the traditional one. For them, the wonderwork of the starets is

22. I. lzbottsev is the pen name of this journalist, derived from the name of the village
of lzborsk. Located in Pskov oblast, this is one of the most encient towns in the Russian
Federation. On the special decree of President Medvedev {07.07.2010), Izborsk celebrated its
1100'h anniversary iubilee in 2012.ln other words, the pen name of this writer describes his
local patriotism and his "€ultural nationalism".

23. According to some sources, the elder once even raised his cat from the dead.
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connected to his or her gift of vision of the future. By knowing in advance the
consequences of any decision the pilgrim makes now, the elder can give the right
advice if asked. For example, a pilgrim comes to the elder not to ask for miracu-
lous recovery, but to ask his advice or blessing (which means giving both permis-
sion and spiritual support) for the surgery. The aim of such adyice from the
elders is not to lead the believer into salvation; rather, the advice helps to put
in order his or her everyday routine. The ability to perform 'small miracles"
makes Father Nikolay a contemporary folk saint in the eyes of Izbortsev and
orners.

The unquestionable reputation of Gurianov as a narodny elder is what drew
the attention of the promoters of Rasputin. 

'When putting Rasputin or loann the
Terrible on the icons of this elder, they turn them into "folk saints" also and
legitimize their atternpts to canonize these figures. The paradox is that believers
who actively support the idea of canonization of Rasputin do not see themselves
as narod. They are the Onhodox intelligentsiya - writers, filmmakers, and lour-
nalists who are the same type of creative religious seekers who "opened starets
Nikolay in the late Soviet period. In their grand narrative of the secret history
of the Russian people, these people describe N. Gurianov as one of the hidden
heroes who created this history (T. Groyan,2002;2004). This portrait of the
elder as a person of'pretended simplicity" after his death quickly turned into
the icon where saint Nikolay of Zalita is displayed among such odious (from
the Church's official point of view) figures as Rasputin and Ioann the Terrible.
This kind of visual representation of the elder on the icons and in the "documen-

tary" works very well as promotion o{ this particular image of Father Nikolay.

In the network of the Orthodox dissidents of this kind, the ability to legitim-
ize a certain practice, idea, or narrative is not delegated to the official insdrudon
(the Church). Instead, something (including charisma of the elder) is considered
to be "true", or legitimate, if it possesses characteristics that are prestigious,
from the point of view of this group. These characteristics are (1) localization
ofthe source of true information in the idealized monastic world; and {2) restricted
access to the truth which can be found only in the Orthodox samizda, or other
rare printed or video documents. In other words, the restriction of access to
some knowledge provides it with the halo of credibility, while those who have
access to it prove thet status among the elite group in the Russian Orthodox
world.

Among many reasons why the figure of Grigory Rasputin Novy (The New) 2a

became so attractive for some believers, one is his peasant background. As
S. Rock points out, in the works of his apologists, Rasputin is represented as a

24. Rasputin is a pseudonym of Grigory Nolykh. His surname, Norykh, was transformed
into his title The New (Novy).
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"good, simple, devout peasant - the embodiment of the Russian narod - slan'

dered or misled by foreigners" (S. Rock' 2005: 252). The title T' Groyan ascribed

to him in the Vita, "the Man of God" \Chelouek Bozby), can be used as synonym
for the Holy fool (btazbennyl, that is a person of "pretended simpliciry"' This

title Tatiana borrowed from the famous saint Alexios, "the Man of God", a

oopular hero of Russian traditional spiritual songs (S A' Ivanov, 2005: 81-85)'

ihe titJe starets is also often added to the name of G. Rasputin by his apologists'
T. Groyan even suggested that he took a monastic vow during his pilgrimage to

the monasteries of the Holv Mount Athos (as a typical starets in Russia is still

a monk), This way, T. Groyan and others try to legalize him as a "folk saint"

who is not yet recognized by the church hierarchy but may be recognized in the

future, as all venerated elders probably do. These persistent attempts to represent

G. Rasputin as representative of a true Russian folk (narod) does not mean that

he became or was at some point a folk saint, as some specialists in Russian

Orthodox culture have claimed. With that argument, the researchers in fact

simply repeat the logic of the promoters of the cult of G' Rasputin instead of

trying to ,rnd".rt"nJ this logic (see S. Firsov, 2004; B. Knorre, 2006)25 There

is no evidence of the veneration of Rasputin as a folk saint (that is, a mtracle-

worker). as far as I know.

Some years ago it seemed that the official Church lost the sttuggle over starets

Nikolay to those believers, whom I call here " helia-people" ' 26 However, since

the name ofFather Nikolay is regularly included in official biographical compen-

diums of the elders and a 500-page illustrated book about Gurianov entitled
"The Servant of God" was published recently with the promising subtitle
"Volume One", it seems that the Church is continuing its fight to claim him as

a prospective saint (R. Kazantseva,2011). The Church must be interested in the

cano.rtatio.t of N. Gurianov for the same reasons as the kelia-people do:. fot

his closeness to the people. However, in the publications provided by the official

church in recent years, his "simplicity as authenticity" image, created by the

local Orthodox writers in early 2000s, is modified greatly' Instead of a wonder-

worker and visionary, the elder is represented here as a real person whose bio-

graphy is well documented in photos and written archives The volume " Servant

if 
-Cod" 

-"t published with the approval of the Publishing council of the

Russian Orthodox Church and blessed by the local bishop Evsevyr that is, it

presents an official variant of the biography of the elder' In this book, Father

25. According to B. Knorre, narod 1s opposed to the church hierarchy However' this
division oversimpifies the situation with the veneration of Raputin, or Ioann the Terrible' or
the Tsar as mariyr, which is the core of "folk religion" ol tsarebozhniki Many priests and
some church hieiarchs share or used to share the same ideas, as well as some powerful lay
people in the Church who could not be called zarod'' 

)6, As a resnlt, Father Nikolay has become a venerated saint in {undamentalist congrega-
tions such as the one led bv Father Alexander Sukhov in Leningrad oblast, who was excommunr
cated by the Church in 2007.
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Nikolay is depicted as a typical Russian priest, an ordinary righteous village
man, one of those who kept Russian religiosity and spirituality uncorrupted
during the Soviet period. This is another mode of his authenticity, which adds
to and to some extent contradicts the "folk authenticity,' version. According to
this version, he is an exemplary representative of the Russian Orthodox people
whose biography is similar to the life histories of his compatriots. Born to a
village {amily, he visited a church in his childhood, rhan migrared to the city for
a while to continue his education and to survive in the lean years, He did not
give up going ro the church and suffered for his faith in the 1930s, agarn as
many others did. He became a priest and lived a quiet life in a remote location.
In other words, Farher Nikolay was described as a ,,true,' Russian Orthodox
person. As a role model for any priest and believer, his portrait was pur on a
cheap church booklet for the common people entitled ,,What to say to the priest
during confession" (2010).

In this biography, the Church arriculates its moderate position towards the
charisma embodied in the elders, and in Father Nikolay in parricular. He is
described as a maker of small miracles that could be experienced by everyone
who visited him during his life or who visits his grave now. According to this
strategy of representing his charisma, N. Gurianov has the eift of consolation.
As a pilgrim in the Orthodox documenrary said, wirh a radiant smile: .,1 had a
feeling that I had had a great need [to come to the elder - JK]. But when I came
here fto the island - JK], it turned out that this was somerhing insignificant,,'
so she decided not to disturb the elder with her question. She received help from
the elder without direct contact with him, as if his gift to console the people
extended to the whole landscape of the island.

As we can see, different Orthodox elites promoted different images of
N. Gurianov as a narodny saint. Depending of their version of the Russian
narod - an ethmc group, the common people or some imagined peasants, or the
bearers of the Russian folk culture - they offered different images o{ the ideal
contemporary Russian saint, the elder. Although all of the groups agree that his
simplicity is the main characteristic of his charisma, they differ in how they use
this argument, either as evidence of his authenticity as a rrue representative of
the Russian culture or as evidence of his abiliry to hide his true identity from
all but the closest people.

Gonclusion
Neither a passionate preacher nor a sophisticated religious writer, Father

N. Gurianov was a voiceless hero, a blank screen onto which different religious
groups could project their own images oI the starets.2T First introduced by

27. Compare with an analysis of the cult of Dominican monk Marcolino of Forli in the
14'" century (Bornstein, 1997).
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religious seekers and "cultural nationalists" in the late Soviet period and pro-

moied by the right-wing "Orthodox fundamentalists" in the late 1990s, the elder

N. Gurianov has now been appropriated by the Russian Orthodox Church' Of

course, even if the Church canonizes him as a pious person and an ideal priest

in the near future, a group of Orthodox dissidents will probably continue to

venerate Father Nikolay as a saint who blessed their ef{ons for canonization
of G. Rasputin.

This process of contesting the sacred is an organic part of Orthodox Christi-

anity "s a lived religion. In post-soviet Russia, as the society underwent rapid

and crucial social changes, secular political elites and the broader public paid

exceptional attention to the Orthodox elders as part of the process of looking

for the "usable past". This past would become the foundation of a new national

myth, which was greatly needed at that time. Not surprisingly, the most comfort-

ing variant of the national past for most people was its "cultural" variant as
presented by the Orthodox religion, which started to be represented as the Rus-

,ian national culture, In their search for the comfoning shared past different

Russian elites, including bohemian circles, the so-called intelligentsiya, and new

business and political elites, turned their attention to the old, modest religious

men and women whom they combined in the category of stortsy cteated ̂ t that
particular time.2s These people were believed to live ascetic religious lives that

*.r" ,"p"r"t" f.o- all of the political intrigues of the Church, which was blamed

by many for its collaboration with the Soviet (and later post-Soviet) state ln

thet remote parishes and monasteries, they represented, in the eyes of believers

and sympathizers, a sort of ahistorical past, a national heritage, equal in its

authenticity to the Russian song, fairy tale, or landscape'

Probably the only people who do not agree that Father Nikolay was a saint

are the local inhabitants of the island' his former parishioners They remember
him as a good priest and a good neighbor whom they took care of when he

became old, just as they would do to every member of their village community'
For pilgrims and Orthodox writers of different sorts, the local fishermen and

p"nrion"r, are pan of the sacred landscape where the elder lived' One the one

Land, the pilgrims believe that Father Nikolay's former neighbors are too simple

to understand the greatness of his saintliness. On the other hand, in their simplic-

ity they are close to him and probably are bearers of his charisma, just like other
parts of the island's landscaPe.

Jeanne V. KORMINA
Head of tbe Chair of Humanities, Dept' of Sociology'

National Researcb Uniuersity Higher School of Economics
kormina@eu.sPb.ru

28. There was gossip that Vladimir Putin visited stdre's Ioann Krest'ankin in the Pskovo-
Pechersky monastery to ask for blessing for his first presidency'
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Bussian Saint under Construction
Porlraits and lcons ol .ffarafs llikolay
Hou to analyze tbe process of creation and promotion of d nea type of sairrts, the
so-called startsy (the elders), wbich emerged in the Russiar Onhodox Church at the
end of the 7990s? The debates about tbe "styles" of sanctity addressed by the term
stcrets are suppofted by dtfferent groups of belieuers. These gtoups support different
strategies to 4rticalate the charisr?'4 etkbodied in starets in tems of its legititttizdtion
and characteristics. These tendencies arc studied, using as an example the 'career of
starets" ofthe uillage priest from a rethote island in the Pskoushoe lake that is located
30 km from the R ssian-Estonian bordef.
Key uotds: Russian Orthodox Charch, hagiography, religious pr4ctices, uenerdtiofl
of saints, pilgrimage, populat digion.

Un saint russe en Gours de construction
Portraits et icdnes du starels llikolay
Comment analyser le processus de creation et de protnotiorr d'un nouueau type de
saihts, appelAs sturtsy (les anciens), qui est dpparu dans I'Eglise ofibodoxe tusse i
la fin des annies 1990 ? Les dibats concernant les " styles, de saintetA contefttus
dans le teltue starets sorrt caution tAs par differents groupes de croyahts. Ces gfo pes

soutiennent diffirentes st/at'gies p.
termes de l'gitimation et de caracti
comme exemple la " c.arriire de s
Pskouskoe qui se trouue d 30 km a
Mots-cl4s : 6glise orthodoxe russe,l
sabtts, pi lerinage, re ligion populait

Santos rusos en construcci6n
Retralos e iconos del starets illi)
lC6mo analizar el proceso de ctea<
llemados startsy (los ancianos), que
de los aiios 1990? Distifttos gtupos I
de santidad, relacionados con el a
estrategias pala articular el carismz
maci6n y caractely'sticas. Estas teta"cafterd de starets", de los sacerdotes
ubicado a 30 km. de la frontera de I
de significados adscripto dl t1ffiino
Palabras claue: Iglesia ortodoxa rust
los santos, p ef egrinaciofi es, rcligiosi
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sotttiennent diffirentes strat,Sies po r urtia'ier le charisme incarn, dans les stqrets en
termes de l'gitimation et de cdract'ristiques. Ces tefldances sont itudiaes en Ltilkaftt
comrne exefltple la o catiire de statets, d'un pr\tre de uillage d'une ile da lac
Pskouskoe qui se tuouue a 30 km de la frontiite russo-estokienne.

Mots-cl'4s : 4glise orthodoxe russe, hagiographie, putiques rcligieuses' uenAr4 on des
saints, piletinage, religion populaire'

Santos rusos en construccidn
Retratos e iconos del sfarals llikolay
ic6fio analizar eI proceso de creaci6n y prornoci6n de un nueuo tipo de santos, lo
ilamados startsy (los ancianos), que er ergielotu en la Iglesia Otmdoxa Rusa a fines
de los aftos 1990? Distintos grupos se han concenttado en debates sobre los 'estilos"

de santidad, relacionad.os con el t1tmino stftets. Estos gfltpos sostienen disti tas
estrategias parL urtic,lar el carisma encarnddo en los starets en tirt inos de su legiti'
maci6i y iaracteristicts, Estas tendencils son estudiadas, uslndo como eiemplo la
'caffefti de stqrets' , de los sacerdotes del pueblo d.e uut remoa kla del lago Pskouskoe,
ubicad.o a 30 km. d.e la frontera de R sia con Estonid. Pr;meto se destacard el campo
de significados adscripto al tirtTrino starchestuo'

Palabras claue: Iglesia ortodoxa rusa, ltagiografia, prAc cas religiosas, uenetaci6n de
los sarltos, peregrinociones, religiosidad popular.


